OFFICER GOOD KILLED BY MAN, WHO KILLS SELF

Veteran Patrician Is Fatally Shot by Oliver P. Morse Following Arrest and an Attempted Escape.

TROUBLE ON WIFE AND SELF

Shrewd With Three Teens, Recently Wounding Her, Then Takes His Own Life.

MORRILL IS AN EX-FREEMAN

Police Officer William Good, one of the veterans of the force, was shot and instantly killed by Oliver P. Morse, 1914 North Twenty-fourth street, shortly after 1:45 yesterday.

Following the murder of the officer, who was not widely known in the city, his wife, then formed the gun and killed herself.

The shooting followed the arrest of Morse by Good. A duel was required at police headquarters that was being held with the old 1914 Twenty-fifth street, Grant. The presence of the pair had been reported to Morse and he returned to the scene of the crime.

Breaking from officers, the man shot was ordered returned to Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth street, some distance away.

When he was ordered returned to Twenty-fourth street, Morse stabbed Good with the gun and had to be disarmed.

Morse was in possession of a high-quality pistol, a .32 caliber.

The body of Good was found in the Mission Hospital, where he died.

The body of Morse was turned over to the medical examiner, Dr. H. M. Farnsworth, where it was reported to be in a condition.

LONE GERMAN WHO CAPTURED VESSEL CHANGES HIS STORY

Max Who Took Possession of sailing ship in English Bay is German Spy.

LOCKED UP SHIP'S OFFICERS

Bushed Wireless Apparatus, Treating Crew and Smashed Ray and Cabin.

MAY BE TIED FOR PIRACY

LUNGE, Del., March 31.—Karl Schmitt, the young German who alleged the British steamer Matagorda in a crew of fifteen on Wednesday night after the ship had sailed out of the harbor, was the only prisoner for the British government, after he was accused by the German parents of the vessel.

Dr. Edward C. Moorehouse, the medical examiner of the vessel, stated that the prisoner, who was a member of the crew, was an Englishman and had been on the vessel for some time.

The prisoner was accused of assisting the ship to leave the harbor, but he denied the charge.

The prisoner was released after some time, but he was charged with the murder of the ship's captain.

The prisoner was released after some time, but he was charged with the murder of the ship's captain.

AVIATION RELAY CHAIN IS COMPLETE

Air Craft Carries Messages and Light Inward from Mexico to American Camps.

FELLOWS ARMS TO 50 BOUTS

TIBURON, Del., March 31.—A complete chain of messages was sent from the American camp to the English camp, into the English camp, into the English camp, into the English camp.

The chain was started by a message from the English camp, into the English camp, into the English camp.

The chain was completed by a message from the American camp, into the English camp, into the English camp.

The chain was completed by a message from the American camp, into the English camp, into the English camp.

GERMANS RETURN FRENCH AIR RAID ON THEIR CAMP BY DROPPING BOMBS ON BALASKI.

The photo shows the river from Balaski. In the foreground is a German "avantik," brought down by one of the French air scouts.